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    Four Breton Sketches, Op. 79 (1980)                                                          15:12
1  I. Waltz: St Lunaire                                                                                                                4:01
2  II. Nocturne: Sables d’or                                                                                                        3:46
3  III. Promenade: à Dinard                                                                                                       3:03
4  IV. Jour de fête                                                                                                                      4:19
     
5  Cantilena, Op. 87a (1982, orch. 1983)                                                            4:01

6  Heigham Sound, Op. 72 (1978)                                                                      5:40
    
    Four Miniature Dances, Op. 28 (1967)                                                          7:08
7  I. Simon’s Samba                                                                                                                  1:42
8  II. Fiona’s Fancy                                                                                                                    2:20
9  III. Nicholas’s Notion                                                                                                              1:18
0  IV. Debbie’s Delight                                                                                                               1:46
     
     Scenes from the Humber, Op. 80 (1980)                                                     19:42
!  I. Petuaria Patrol                                                                                                                    5:26
@  II. Spurn Point Elegy                                                                                                              5:14
#  III. The Lincoln Castle Intermezzo                                                                                         3:37
$  IV. Humber Keel Hornpipe                                                                                                     5:22
     
     Kingston Sketches, Op. 36 (1969)                                                                 8:56
%  I. Waltz: Whitefriargate                                                                                                          3:21
^  II. Romance: Silver Street                                                                                                     2:44
&  III. March: Ferensway                                                                                                            2:50



Born in Bicester in 1931, the English composer Anthony Hedges wrote his first composition at the age of six and two years later
was performing locally as a pianist. He studied music at Keble College, Oxford. After National Service as pianist and arranger in
the Band of the Royal Signals he spent five years as a lecturer at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music, where his Comedy
Overture won success in a Scottish Arts Council competition. In 1962 he moved to Hull University where he spent the rest of his
teaching life, retiring in 1995 as Reader in Composition, and from whence in 1995 he was awarded a D.Mus. honoris causa. In
1972 he was elected chairman of the Composers Guild of Great Britain and served as joint chairman in 1973. Anthony Hedges
was a prolific and versatile composer, writing music, often in response to commissions, in a variety of genres, from opera to
solo instrumental works. He wrote widely for children and amateurs, with a quantity of light music that won wide popularity and
music for films, the theatre and television. With some three hundred broadcasts both at home and abroad before 1995, his
works have been performed by many British orchestras and heard throughout the world. In 1991 he was the featured composer
in the Riga Festival of British Music and Film and returned to Latvia in 1992 to conduct performances of his Christmas cantata I
Sing The Birth.
    The suite Four Breton Sketches was written in 1980 after a holiday that the composer had spent with his family in Brittany.
Each movement expresses a mood engendered by a location or an event, rather than depicting the place itself. The one
obviously programmatic element comes in the third movement, Promenade: à Dinard, where sounds of car hooters intrude on a
relaxed saunter along the sophisticated promenade. The first performance was given by the BBC Concert Orchestra under
Ashley Lawrence in July 1980. 
    Eight distinguished pianists, who were students together, held intermittent reunions over many years in the form of multi-piano
concerts. For their 1982 reunion they commissioned Anthony Hedges to write a suite for eight pianists and four pianos. The
resulting Pieces of Eight, later retitled Varieightions on a Ground, proved a great success at its first performance, and it is the
slow movement from this suite that the composer subsequently orchestrated under the title Cantilena.
    The overture Heigham Sound, written in 1978, was an extensive reworking and expansion of a short 1968 composition entitled
A Holiday Overture. The earlier work had been broadcast several times when the composer came to feel that it was too
concentrated and brief for the materials it contained. To avoid confusion with the original overture, the second version was
retitled, following a holiday on the Broads in East Anglia, after a noted beauty spot there, which can be, according to time and
season, either bustling or tranquil. The outer sections of the overture reflect the lively holiday atmosphere, while the central
section is, by contrast, calm and relaxed. As with Four Breton Sketches, the composer pointed out that this overture should not
be regarded as programme music in any literal sense and that the pun intended by the word ‘sound’ was as much responsible for
the title as the place itself. The first performance was given by the BBC Concert Orchestra under Ashley Lawrence in 1979. 
    Composed in 1967, Four Miniature Dances was the first of Anthony Hedges’ orchestral light music compositions. Each
movement is named after one of his then young children and reflects their character at that time. The scoring is for small
orchestra. First performed in a concert of light music at Hull University in 1968 with the composer conducting, this suite was first
broadcast by the BBC Concert Orchestra in the following year. 
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    Scenes from the Humber was a BBC commission, one of two that Anthony Hedges received to celebrate the opening of the
Humber Bridge in 1981 (the other was a large-scale choral work, Bridge for the Living, for which Philip Larkin wrote the text).
The present work was first performed by the BBC Northern Orchestra (now the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra) under Günther
Herbig and has subsequently become one of the composer’s most popular and widely known compositions. Recorded as part
of a Meridian long-playing record by the Humberside Sinfonia, conducted by the composer, it has been heard in such diverse
places as the BBC Radio 3 music channel, as background music for a BBC Woman’s Hour serial on Radio 4, and as
background music for a television film. The work has also been extensively performed by amateur and youth orchestras.
Petuaria was the Roman name for present-day Brough and was the crossing point of the Humber for Roman legions en route
from Lincoln to York. The word ‘patrol’ has a double meaning here. Musically, ‘patrol’ refers to a piece of music which starts
quietly, moves to a central climax and then falls away to a quiet conclusion, but it also the Roman legion ‘on patrol’ that we hear
in this piece. Spurn Point is the desolate and ever-shifting spit of land at the mouth of the Humber. Its mysterious and wind-
swept terrain provides a sanctuary for sea birds, whose cries can be heard both in the introduction and following the stormy
climax of this movement. Lincoln Castle was the last of the paddle steamers to serve as a Humber ferry. Although built in the
1940s, its design and atmosphere owed more to the 1920s, and its style and steady chugging is reflected in the music, as also
is the ship’s siren which preceded every departure. Humber Keels were flat-bottomed sailing barges that plied the Humber in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Their annual regatta and race was an important feature of life on the river and an oil
painting of the first of these races provided the starting-point for this ebullient movement. 
    In 1969 Anthony Hedges was among a number of composers who were asked at very short notice to submit sketches of
possible opening theme tunes for a television series. Two themes were jotted down in one evening and although not eventually
accepted for the series, they were subsequently extended to form the Waltz and March of the suite Kingston Sketches, with the
Romance as a later addition. Each movement bears the name of a street in Kingston upon Hull, a city noted for its imaginative
street names, which even include The Land of Green Ginger. This short suite proved extremely popular and in the eight years
following its first broadcast in April 1971 by the BBC Northern Ireland Light Orchestra, under Havelock Nelson, it received 34
further broadcasts, in addition to many concert performances.
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RTÉ Sinfonietta 

The RTÉ Sinfonietta was a subset of the RTÉ Concert Orchestra (CO), which is part of RTÉ, Ireland’s national public service
multimedia organisation. The RTÉ CO (principal guest conductor Stephen Bell, associate artist Guy Barker, conductor laureate
Proinnsías Ó Duinn, leader Mia Cooper) has been introducing orchestral music to new audiences since 1948. Committed to eclectic
programming, the orchestra has performed with Luciano Pavarotti, Lang Lang and Cleo Laine, and Irish artists including Sinéad
O’Connor and Imelda May. A series of 90s dance music events won the IMRO radio Outstanding Achievement Award for 2018. The
RTÉ CO has performed in seven Eurovision Song Contests; film credits include Stephen Rennicks’ score to Room and Brian
Byrne’s Golden Globe-nominated score to Albert Nobbs; recent recordings include Flicker with Niall Horan. The orchestra has
collaborated with Irish National Opera, English National Ballet and Our Lady’s Choral Society, as well as giving the Ireland
premieres of Jaws in Concert and The Nightmare Before Christmas with Danny Elfman. During the COVID-19 pandemic, RTÉ CO
output included new Guy Barker jazz arrangements, an award-winning John Lennon tribute, a Clannad 50th anniversary
celebration, a chart-topping single and a TV tribute to David Bowie featuring members of Bowie’s own band. Projects in 2022
include Thin Lizzy Orchestrated and a screening of Room with live score. www.rte.ie/co
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Anthony Hedges in 2006



Anthony Hedges was a popular and versatile composer with some 300 broadcasts to his name in
Britain and abroad. He wrote prolifically in a variety of genres, often in response to
commissions, from music for massed children’s choirs and youth orchestras to operas and
chamber music. His scenic imagination and atmospheric tone pictures are full of warmth and
colour, such as can be found in the Four Breton Sketches and Scenes from the Humber, which
captures the spirit of the city of Hull, where he spent many years teaching. The delightful
Heigham Sound shows his vivacity and compositional élan.
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